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Abstract. An innovative method for the inversion of ground penetrating radar (GPR) 
measurements is presented. The proposed inverse scattering (IS) approach is based on the 
exploitation of wide-band data according to a multi-frequency (MF) strategy, and integrates a 
customized particle swarm optimizer (PSO) within the iterative multi-scaling approach (IMSA) 
to counteract the high non-linearity of the optimized cost function. If from the one hand the 
IMSA provides a reduction of the ratio between problem unknowns and informative data, on 
the other hand the stochastic nature of the PSO solver allows to "escape" from the high density 
of false solutions of the MF-IS subsurface problem. A set of representative numerical results 
verifies the effectiveness of the developed approach, as well as its superiority with respect to a 
deterministic implementation.   

1. Introduction 
In the last decades, there has been a growing interest in developing non-destructive technologies 

aimed at retrieving an easy-to-interpret image of an inaccessible buried domain [1],[2]. Within this 
context, the use of ground penetrating radar (GPR) as probing instrument gained particular attention 
given its robustness and versatility [1]-[7]. Nevertheless, the need for effective computational methods 
for the inversion of GPR data is still an open issue. Classical microwave tomography techniques 
introduced for the free-space scenario seem a promising candidate for solving the subsurface inverse 
scattering (IS) problem. However, suitable extensions of such techniques are needed in order to take 
into account for the increased complexity of the buried configuration, as well as for the limited amount 
of information that can be collected by field probes placed only above the interface [2].  

When developing GPR microwave techniques, it is worth remarking that an intrinsic frequency 
diversity is available in the collected measurements thanks to the exploitation of wide-band time-
domain pulses, and such a diversity should be regarded as an additional source of information able to 
mitigate the ill-posedness of the subsurface IS problem [3]. As a matter of fact, several approaches 
able to deal with such wide-band data have been recently proposed, mainly subdivided in (i) 
frequency-hopping (FH) [3],[7] and (ii) multi-frequency (MF) [4],[8],[9] strategies. If from the one 
hand FH-based methods process different samples of the collected GPR spectrum in a cascaded 
fashion [3], MF-IS techniques exploit the whole data within a single inversion step. According to the 
reference literature, MF strategies could in principle provide better results than FH-based methods 
since the joint exploitation of multiple frequencies enlarges the essential dimension of the available 
data [8]. However, they suffer from an increased complexity of the cost function that has to be 
minimized in terms of occurrence of local minima, since a larger number of unknowns has to be 
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retrieved within a single optimization. In such a framework, multi-resolution techniques [3],[9] can be 
introduced in the inversion scheme to limit the ratio between unknowns and uncorrelated data, by 
adaptively refining the resolution only within those regions where the targets have been detected. 
Unfortunately, such approaches only partially solve the problem as they cannot completely prevent 
local search algorithms from being trapped into false solutions (mathematically represented by local 
minima of the MF cost function to optimize). 

Given all the previous considerations, this work presents an innovative computational method for 
the inversion of GPR measurements. Such a methodology is based on the integration of the iterative 
multi-scaling approach (IMSA [9]) and a MF stochastic solver based on the particle swarm optimizer 
(PSO) [10]-[12]. As shown by a set of representative numerical comparisons, the MF-IMSA-PSO is 
not only able to provide accurate and robust reconstructions of the buried scenario, but it also 
significantly overcomes its deterministic counterpart based on a conjugate gradient (CG)-based solver 
thanks to its increased global convergence capability.  

2. Problem formulation and solution approach 
Let us consider a standard two-dimensional (2D) GPR prospecting configuration. The upper half-
space ( 0y ) is free-space ( 0  and 0 ), while the lower half-space ( 0y ) is occupied by a 

background medium with complex permittivity equal to   fjf brbeqb  20  . A buried 

investigation domain invD  contains an unknown scatterer having relative permittivity and conductivity 

equal to obj
r  and obj , respectively. invD  is imaged by means of V  ideal z -oriented infinite line 

sources located at constant height above the interface and radiating a wide-band pulse with 3 dB 
bandwidth covering the interval  maxmin , ff . Under these hypothesis, the time-domain scattered field 

collected by M  probes co-located with the sources [     tr v
m

v
s , , Vv ,...,1 , Mm ,...,1 ] is extracted 

by muting the first temporal interval of the measured total field [3]. Then, after transforming s  into 

the frequency-domain, a set of Q  frequency samples in the  maxmin , ff  band are extracted from the 
computed spectrum  
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problem unknowns by means of the state equation 
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where int
qG  stands for the internal Green's function. Under these hypothesis, in the MF framework the 

goal of the inverse problem is to find an estimate of tE and   inside invD  by finding the global 
minimum of the following cost function  
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where  v
sE

~
 and  v

iE
~

 are the retrieved scattered and incident fields computed through (2) and (4), 

while N  is the number of square basis functions used to discretize invD . The solution of such a 
problem is obtained by integrating a customized MF particle swarm optimizer (MF-PSO) within an 
iterative multi-scaling approach (IMSA) made of S multi-zooming steps as follows: 

1. IMSA Initialization (s = 0). Subdivide invD  into N  square sub-domains; 
2. Low-Resolution Reconstruction. Minimize   in I iterations  by means of the MF-PSO: 

a. Swarm Initialization (i = 0). Generate a swarm of P  particles by initializing their 
positions as random perturbations of the empty-background configuration and 
considering random velocities. Towards this end, the following relationship between 

the contrast at each frequency and at a reference frequency f  is exploited 

       fr
f

f
jfrfr n

q
nqn ,Im,Re,      Nn ,...,1    Qq ,...,1 ; (6) 

b. Swarm Evaluation. Compute   for each particle and update the global and personal 
best positions; 

c. Swarm Updating. Update the velocity and the position of each particle to make the 
swarm evolve towards the next iteration ( 1 ii ); 

d. PSO Termination. Stop when a maximum number of iterations I  has been reached; 

3. Multi-Resolution Loop (s=2,...,S). Identify the region of interest    1 ss DD  (  
invDD 1 ) and 

discretize it into N  cells.  
a. High-Resolution Reconstruction. Exploit the information collected at the  1s -th 

step to initialize the swarm and minimize the cost function through the MF-PSO; 
b. IMSA Termination. End the multi-zooming loop once a suitable stopping criterion is 

met ( Ss  ). 

3. Numerical results 

The goal of this section is to numerically assess the effectiveness and the robustness of the MF-IMSA-
PSO when blurring the collected time-domain total field with the desired level of signal-to-noise ratio 
( SNR ). Moreover, its performances will be compared to those of the MF-IMSA-CG, a deterministic 
implementation exploiting a CG-based MF-IS solver. 

3.1. Performance comparison  

Let us consider the target in Fig. 1(a) (L-Shaped profile, 5obj
r  and 001.0obj  S/m). A square 

invD  (side 0.8 m) is embedded in a lossy soil with 4rb  and 001.0b  S/m, while 10V  sources 

and 9M  probes are used to image it, by simulating the buried scenario in time-domain by means of 
the GPRMax2D simulator [13]. 5Q  equally-spaced frequency samples are extracted from the 

collected GPR spectrum in the  600,200  MHz band. Fig. 1(b) shows the retrieved profile (at 400f  
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MHz) by the MF-IMSA-PSO when a significant amount of noise is added to the collected radargram 
( 20SNR  dB). As it can be easily observed, the target is correctly localized and shaped, with a good 
estimation of the contrast. Moreover, the MF-IMSA-PSO significantly outperforms the MF-IMSA-
CG, this latter providing a strong under-estimation of the contrast [Fig. 1(c) vs. Fig. 1(b)].  
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) (c) 

Figure 1. L-shaped scatterer - (a) Actual dielectric profile and retrieved profiles by                          
(b) MF-IMSA-PSO and (c) MF-IMSA-CG (SNR = 20 dB). 

 

Such a superiority is even more evident for a I-Shaped profile [ 5obj
r  and 001.0obj  S/m - Fig. 

2(a)]. As a matter of fact, the MF-IMSA-CG fails in correctly identifying the support of the target 
[Fig. 2(c)], while a very accurate estimation is provided by the proposed approach [Fig. 2(b)]. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) (c) 

Figure 2. I-shaped scatterer - (a) Actual dielectric profile and retrieved profiles by                           
(b) MF-IMSA-PSO and (c) MF-IMSA-CG (SNR = 20 dB). 
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3.2. Circular target at different depths 
In order to further investigate the robustness and the effectiveness of the MF-IMSA-PSO, let us 

consider the retrieval of a circular target ( 5obj
r  and 001.0obj  S/m) buried at different depths 

inside invD  [ 16.0objd m - Figs. 3(a),3(b), 4.0objd m - Figs. 3(c),3(d) and 64.0objd m - Figs. 
3(e),3(f)]. As it can be seen from the reported reconstructions on the right column of Fig. 3, the 
developed methodology is able to correctly locate and shape the target is all cases, even if an 
unavoidable degradation of the accuracy is observed when increasing the depth of the scatterer inside 
the lossy background [Fig. 3(f) vs. Fig. 3(b)]. 
 

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

 
(e) (f) 

Figure 3. Circular scatterer - (a)(c)(e) Actual profiles and (b)(d)(f) MF-IMSA-PSO reconstructions 

when (a)(b) 16.0objd m, (c)(d) 4.0objd m and (e)(f) 64.0objd m (SNR = 40 dB).   

 

4. Conclusions  
A new computational method for the inversion of multi-frequency GPR data has been proposed. The 
MF-IMSA-PSO benefits from a reduction of the ratio between problem unknowns and informative 
data thanks to the IMSA, while provides robust minimizations of the MF cost function thanks to the 
hill-climbing properties of the employed stochastic optimizer. A set of numerical examples has 
validated the proposed approach, that showed its superiority over a deterministic CG-based 
implementation. 
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